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FOREWORD 
The Lewis Research Center i s  the  Na t i ona l  Aeronaut ics  and Space 
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ' s  p r i n c i p a l  f i e 1  d  i n s t a l  l a t i o n  f o r  research and devel -  
opment r e q u i r e d  t o  advance t he  s t a t e  o f  t he  a r t  and p rov ide  technology 
suppo r t  i n  ae ronau t i ca l  p ropu l s i on .  Bas ic  and a p p l i e d  research  i n  
combustion and advanced combustors a r e  a  p a r t  o f  t h i s  a c t i v i t y .  A  2- 
day workshop was h e l d  a t  t h e  Lewis Research Center t o  d e f i n e  f u t u r e  
research  needs r e l a t i v e  t o  gas t u r b i n e  combustion. The workshop pro-  
v i  ded t he  oppo r tun i  t y  f o r  combus ti on exper ts  f rom government , un i  ve r -  
s i  t i e s ,  and i n d u s t r y  t o  meet and d iscuss a  v a r i e t y  o f  assoc ia ted  
problem areas. I t  i s  a n t i c i p a t e d  t h a t  t h e  recommendations f rom t h i s  
workshop wi 11 serve as a  gu ide t o  NASA i n  p l ann ing  f u t u r e  a c t i v i t i e s  
i n  combustion fundamentals. 
P a r t i c i p a t i o n  o f  NASA personnel was 1  i m i  t e d  t o  s e r v i n g  i n  l i a i s o n  
and adv i so ry  c a p a c i t i e s  and g i v i n g  a  b r i e f  r ev i ew  o f  ongoing e f f o r t s .  
Th is  proceedings con ta ins  t h e  thoughts  and recommendations o f  t he  work- 
shop p a r t i  c i  pants  as ar ranged by t h e  Workshop Chai rman, Pro fessor  
I4e lv in  Ge rs te i n  o f  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Southern C a l i f o r n i a .  
L a r r y  A. Diehl. 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Workshop Organizer  
iii 
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PREFACE 
Th i s  workshop was conceived and sponsored by t h e  NASA Lewis Research 
Center  as a  means o f  b r i n g i n g  t o g e t h e r  combustion expe r t s  f rom government, 
u n i v e r s i t i e s ,  and i n d u s t r y  t o  d e f i n e  t h e  ma jo r  fundamental combustion re -  
search problems r e l e v a n t  t o  a i r c r a f t  gas t u rb i nes .  
A  t o t a l  o f  26 p a r t i c i p a n t s  met f o r  2 days, I nc l uded  were 1 3  repre -  
s e n t a t i v e s  f rom u n i v e r s i t i e s ,  8 f rom i n d u s t r y ,  and 5 f rom t h e  Lewis 
Research Center, as shown i n  t h e  t a b l e  on page v i i ,  
The workshop was opened w i t h  welcoming statements by  t h e  Chairman 
(P ro fesso r  Me l v i n  Ge rs te i n )  and t he  Workshop Organizer  (Dr. L a r r y  A. 
D i e h l ) .  Dr. D ieh l  p resen ted  a  b r i e f  r ev i ew  o f  t h e  research  p r e s e n t l y  
b e i n g  conducted by  t h e  Combustion Fundamentals Sec t ion  under h i s  d i  rec -  
t i o n  and a  s ta tement  o f  t h e  goa ls  o f  t he  fundamental combustion research.  
Each o f  t h e  f o u r  Chairmen o f  t h e  work ing  subgroups d e a l i n g  w i t h  Atomiza- 
t i o n  and Vapori  za t i on ,  Combustion Chemistry, Combustion Dynamics , and 
Combustion M o d e l l i n g  p resen ted  a  rev iew o f  h i s  pe rcep t i on  o f  h i s  area o f  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  and t h e  manner i n  which t h e  subgroup would func t ion .  The 
remainder o f  t h e  f i r s t  day was spen t  i n  i n d i v i d u a l  meet ings o f  t h e  f o u r  
subgroups. A t  t h e  end o f  t h e  f i r s t  day, i n t e r i m  r e p o r t s  o f  t h e  Atomiza- 
t i o n  and Vapo r i za t i on  and Combusti on Chemistry subgroups were presented 
by  t h e  r e s p a c t i  ve Chairmen. The Combustion Dynamics and Combustion 
M o d e l l i n g  r e p o r t s  were p resen ted  t he  morning o f  t h e  second day by t h e  
r e s p e c t i v e  Chairmen o f  these subgroups. The remainder o f  t h e  second 
day was devoted t o  t he  p r e p a r a t i o n  o f  a  rough d r a f t  r e p o r t  by each sub- 
group. These r e p o r t s  were combined and m o d i f i e d  by each subgroup Chai r -  
man p r i o r  t o  be ing  subm i t t ed  t o  NASA. 
The purpose o f  t h e  workshop was t o  prepare a  s e t  o f  fundamental 
research  o b j e c t i v e s  r e l e v a n t  t o  a i r c r a f t  gas t u r b i n e  combustorso No 
a t t emp t  was made t o  es tab l  i s h  i n d i v i  dual p r i o r i t i e s  among t h e  p r o j e c t s  ; 
a l l  t he  recommendations were cons idered  t o  be o f  h i gh  p r i o r i t y ,  hav ing  
been s e l e c t e d  f rom a  l a r g e  l i s t  o f  research  p r o j e c t s ,  The s e l e c t i o n  
was made on t he  b a s i s  o f  2 days o f  i n t e n s i v e  d iscuss ion  by teams o f  ex- 
p e r t s  hav ing  d i v e r s e  backgrounds and p o i n t s  o f  view, These d iscuss ions  
were i n t e n s i v e  and f r a n k  rev iews o f  va r i ous  combustion problems, t h e  
s t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t ,  and f u t u r e  needs. I f  t h e r e  i s  any r e g r e t ,  i t  i s  t h a t  
t he  d i scuss ions  were n o t  recorded, s i n c e  they  were i n -dep th  d iscuss ions  
by prominent  exper ts  and covered many more problems i n  g r e a t e r  d e t a i l  
than  does t h e  f i n a l  s e t  o f  recommendations, 
I t  was recognized e a r l y  t h a t  no s imp le  d i v i s i o n  o f  t o p i c s  cou ld  
account  f o r  t he  complex i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  a1 1  combustion processes i n  a  
gas t u r b i n e .  Therefore,  no a t t emp t  was made t o  avo id  ove r l app ing  d i s -  
cuss ions and recommendations. A t  t h e  same time, no e f f o r t  was made t o  
show a l l  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n s .  I t i s  assumed t h a t  these w i l l  be e v i d e n t  
t o  the  combustion exper ts  who devise a  research program based on the  
i n d i  v i  dual recommendations. 
I n  concl us i  on, the  Chairman thanks a1 1  t h e  p a r t i c i p a n t s  f o r  t h e i r  
u n s e l f i s h  prepara t ion  and the pro fess iona l  manner i n  which sometimes 
con t rove rs ia l  t o p i c s  were handled. Special thanks are  due the  subgroup 
Chairmen, Professors A r thu r  H. Lefebvre, Cra ig  T. Bowman, Frank E. 
Marble, and A r thu r  M. Mel lo r ,  who c a r r i e d  the  pr imary r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  
f o r  developing t h e  f i n a l  repo r t .  We are  a l l  g r a t e f u l  t o  Dr. L a r r y  A. 
D ieh l  o f  t he  Lewis Research Center fo r  h i s  guidance and t o  t h e  members 
o f  t h e  Lewis s t a f f  f o r  t h e i r  e f f o r t s  t o  p rov ide  the  work ing group w i t h  
i t s  needs. The f i n a l  word o f  thanks goes t o  the  Lewis management f o r  
sponsoring and h o s t i n g  t h e  workshop and f o r  p r o v i d i n g  the  s t a f f  and 
f a c i l i t i e s  t o  support  t h e  workshop. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 
The rapid development of the gas turbine for aircraft applications 
invol ved a close cooperative effort between government, universities, and 
industry, NASA/NACA played a leading role in the development of modern 
high performance ai rcraft gas turbines n o t  only through i t s  fundamental 
research, b u t  also in bridging the gap between research and development. 
The Lewis Research Center activities in propulsion and, speci fical ly, i t s  
combustion research, were key factors in the development of the gas turbine 
and the growth of the industry. This activity became of less urgency during 
the period of missile a.nd space research. The needs of a new generation 
of aircraft  gas turbine engines places a renewed emphasis on combustion 
research and on the need for NASA's leadership and participation. Higher 
speed, larger and longer range aircraft  create new needs for improved power- 
to-wei g h t  ratios whi l e  the often confl i cti ng demands of energy conservati on 
and pollution control have introduced a new set  of problems and restraints. 
There has always been a concern about the use of broad specifica- 
tion fuels under emergency conditions - the potential use of a1 ternative 
fuels derived from shale, t a r  sands, and coal may introduce fuel and 
combustion problems for normal operation n o t  just emergency conditions . 
The emphasis on pollution has varied as the national priorities alternate 
between energy concerns and environmental concerns. In the long-range, 
bo th  problems must be faced. There i s  another, research-oriented, basis 
for continued research on gas tlarbi ne pol 1 utants , Control of pol 1 utants 
(CO, NOx, hydrocarbons) provides a severe tes t  of the understanding and 
abi 1 i ty  to control the combusti on process. 
The coming era of aircraft gas turbine development brings w i t h  i t  
many problems requiring fundamental combustion research. Many of these 
problems are current, and shorter range efforts are required while others 
are long-range and fundamental research aimed a t  these problems must be 
initiated now. A1 though combus t i  on research i s  conducted by many 
organizations, only NASA has the specific responsi bi 1 i ty for commerci a1 
aircraft systems. In this sense, NASA has a unique responsibility in this  
field. There i s  a need to conduct and support combustion research under 
controlled conditions without emphasis on specific hardware configurations, 
b u t  re1 evant to hprdware development needs; t o  provi de 1 ong-term, continuous 
effort on basic combustion research areas; t o  develop or adapt experimental 
and theoretical methods for combustor diagnostics available for use by the 
aircraft  industry; and t o  provide assistance in the development of basic 
d a t a ,  correlations, and models relevant t o  aircraft gas turbine combustors. 
The research needs outlined in this report are intended as a 
guide to NASA in the development of i t s  fundamental combustion program 
relevant to aircraft gas turbine combustors. Specific priorities have not 
been attached to each i tern since the entire l i s t  of research areas was 
selected from a l ist ing of many problems as being of the highest p r i o ~ i  ty . 
The listing of research areas i s  divided into four groups: 
1. Atomization and Vapori zati on 
2. Combus t i  on Chemi s try 
3 .  Combus t i  on Dynami cs 
4. Combus ti  on Model 1 i ng 
These relatively general headings were chosen since i t  was evident 
t h a t  specific operating problems did no t  provide a proper base fo r  th6 
discussion of long-range problems. I t  i s  evident t h a t  most operating 
problems overlap one or more of these general areas - th is  overlap i s  
evidenced in several of the discussions and w i  17 be reviewed in the summary. 
I I , ATOM1 ZATION AND VAPOR1 ZATION 
A. Introduction 
For current,  conventional a i r c r a f t  combustors, burning J e t  A 
type fue ls ,  the processes of atomization and evaporization are  not normally . 
1 imi t i ng  t o  combustion performance, However, a1 t i tude  re1 ight  capabi l i ty  
may be impaired by poor atomi zati  on and 1 ow evaporation r a t e s ,  which can 
also be a s ignif icant  contributing factor  t o  the emissions of carbon 
monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons a t  i d l e  conditions and t o  the production 
of soot  and n i t r i c  oxides a t  high power conditions. 
I t  i s  anticipated tha t  some of the advanced combustor concepts 
tha t  a r e  now being developed f o r  u l  tra-low emissions applications,  such a s ,  
for  example, premixed/prevaporized systems and ca ta ly t i c  combustors, w i  11 
pose formidable problems in regard to  the attainment of sa t i s fac tory  
levels  of spray qua1 i t y  and fuel evaporation ra tes .  For a1 1 types of 
combustor, these problems will  be aggravated by the trend towards fuels 
of high aromatic content and will  be especially severe fo r  the so-called 
"a1 t e rna t i  ve f u e 1 s 1 ~ r o d u c e d  from oi 1 shales,  t a r  sands, and, perhaps, 
even coal.  
For a l l  these reasons, i t  i s  considered timely t o  examine 
current knowledge of the processes of fuel atomization and evaporation i n  
order t o  identify "areas of ignorance" which, i f  neglected, could prove 
1 imi t i ng  to  combustor design and performance i n  the future.  
B. Research Areas 
I 1. Drop-Size Measurement 
Since fuel drop s i ze  can have a pronounced af fec t  on many aspects 
of combustion performance, and bearing i n  mind tha t  i t s  influence will  
assume much greater significance i n  the future,  i t  i s  c lear ly important 
t o  be able to  measure drop s i ze  accurately, The various approaches t o  
drop-size measurement tend to  fa11 in to  three main categories of d i rec t ,  
photographi c ,  and 1 i ght-scattering o r  1 i ght di f f r ac t i  on methods. 
Direct n ~ t h o d s  include the use of a magnesium oxi de-coated s l i d e  
on which the drops impinge and a re  subsequently counted and measured. 
I A defect of th i s  method i s  t ha t  i t  f a i l s  t o  co l lec t  the smallest drops. 
Other d i r ec t  methods include the "wax droplet" technique, which was 
developed by Joyce some t h i r t y  years ago, and the more recent "nitrogen- 
freezing" technique i n  which the fuel drops a re  collected in an isokinet ic  
probe and rz?idly frozen by nitrogen gas. The. frozen drops a re  then 
I photographed, and the photographic p r in t  is placed i n  a "Quantimet" or  
some other form of drop-size analyzer in order to  obtain a "print-out" of 
the drop s izes  o r  drop-size dis t r ibut ions.  The drawback to  these d i rec t  
methods i s  tha t  correction factors  must be applied which are  sometimes 
f a i r l y  substant ial ,  and they are  a l l  tedious and time-consuming. 
Many photographic techniques have been used w i t h  varying degrees of 
success t o  measure the drop s izes  i n  a spray. Of these, the one which 
has had by f a r  the greatest  application to  gas turbine nozzles i s  the 
r 
Parker-Hannifin High Speed Analyzer. This instrument has been used t o  
study in detail  the spray character is t ics  of large numbers of pressure/ 
swirl and ai  rb l a s t  atomizers. I t  uses a 0.5 microsecond f lash t o  photo- 
graph the d rop le t s  contained-within a small frame of  1.5 x 2.0 mn and 
approximately 1 mm i n  depth,  The reso lu t ion  o f  t h e  system is w i t h i n  4 microns. 
The r a t e  of  photography is  15 frames per  second, A complete test  t a k e s  
about 20 minutes and will encompass more than 14,000 drops.  Most o f  o u r  
p resen t  knowledge on the  drop-size d i s t r i b u t i o n  of  gas t u r b i n e  fuel 
nozzles was gained from t h i s  device.  
Within t h e  l a s t  few y e a r s ,  t h e  Malvern instrument has appeared on 
the market and i s  f ind ing  widespread app l i ca t ion .  I t  is based on l i g h t  
di  f f r a c t i o n  p r inc ip les  and assumes a Rosin-Ramler drop-size d i s t r i  but ion .  
Essent ia l  l y ,  i t  provides t h e  two main constants  i n  t h e  Rosin-Rammler 
expression which toge the r  def ine  t h e  spray,  I t s  advantage is t h a t  i t  
o f f e r s  a semi -s tandardi zed procedure, and a1 s o ,  i t  embodies some bu i l  t-i n 
checks f o r  accuracy. 
A l i g h t - s c a t t e r i n g  technique has been used s u c c e s s f u l l y  a t  
Cranf ie ld  f o r  more than a decade t o  s tudy the  spray c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  
pressure /swir l  and a i r b l a s t  atomizers,  I t  is quick and has good repeatabi  l i t y ,  
but  i t  provides only a measure o f  SMD (Sauter  Mean Diameter) and provides 
no information on t h e  drop-size d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  t h e  sp ray .  
The growing i n  fue l  atomization has l e d  i n  r e c e n t  y e a r s  t o  t h e  
devel opment of severa l  new l a s e r  s c a t t e r i n g  and i n t e n s i t y  r a t i o i  ng 
techniques.  The l a t t e r  o f f e r s  cons iderable  promise f o r  t h e  a c c u r a t e  
measurement of drop s i z e s  i n  the very small s i z e  range, s a y  from 0.3 t o  
3 microns, while l a s e r  s c a t t e r i n g  should prove useful '8'81 t h e  range of 10 -I 
microns. So f a r ,  t hese  new techniques have been t e s t e d  only  under "cold" 
* 
cond i t ions ,  but  they a r e  now being appl ied  t o  the more h o s t i l e  combustion 
s i t u a t i o n .  
The group considers tha t  the amount of e f f o r t  now being expended 
on drop-size measurement i s  sat isfactory.  A major deficiency, however, i s  
tha t  a t  t h i s  point i n  time there is no "absolute" method available against  
which t o  ca l ibra te  or check the accuracy of any other. The various 
proposed so1 utions t o  this problem include the use of "sprays" composed of 
so l id  par t ic les  of known s ize .  The Malvern instrument i s  considered 
accurate i n  the range from 20 to 130 microns SMD, while the Parker 
analyzer i s  accurate in the range from 80 t o  200 microns SMD. The term 
"accurate" i s  i n  t h i s  context is  intended t o  imply a repeatabi l i ty  of 
+ 6%. As s tated e a r l i e r ,  no absolute standard of measurement e x i s t s ,  
- 
However, the group feels  tha t  drop s izes  can be measured with su f f i c i en t  
accuracy fo r  most practical purposes w i t h i n  the range of SMD from 20 t o  200 
microns. Some of the new techniques now being developed wi 11 'improve on 
this accuracy and will  also extend the range of measurement down t o  sub- 
micron s izes .  
2. Mechznism of Drop Formation 
A1 though our current 1 ack of know1 edge on the detai 1 ed mechani sm 
of drop formation ( i  .e., whether i t  occurs as a r e su l t  of wave i n s t a b i l i t y  
o r  from ligaments) is  not l imiting t o  nozzle design, i t  i s  f e l t  t h a t  some 
photographic studies i n  t h i s  area could prove profi tab1 e when the atomization 
problem assumes much larger proportions, e,g, , for  a1 te rna t i  ve fue ls .  
3 .  Spray Characteristics 
For both pressure/swi rl and a i  rb l a s t  atomizers, the fuel nozzle 
desi gner can now provide within close 1 i mi t s  , any required radi a1 fuel 
"patternation". However, a major unknown i s  the extent t o  which these 
character is t ics  are modified when the nozzle i s  instal led i n  the l i ne r .  
Research i s  needed t o  study the influence of primary-zone aero- 
dynamics on spray character is t ics  under the following conditions : a )  nozzle 
only; b) nozzle i n  combustor (cold) ; and c )  nozzle i n  combus t o r  (burnt ng) . 
For both pressure/swirl and a i rb la s t  atomizers, much i s  known 
about the effects  of fuel properties - viscosity,  density and surface 
tension, and a i r  properties on mean drop s ize .  However, more work is  needed 
on the e f f ec t s  of a l l  properties (fuel and air-) a t  the conditions of high 
pressure (30 atms) and corresponding high temperatures encountered i n  modern 
turbojet  engines. Such measurements a re  especially important f o r  the 
a1 te rna t i  ve fuels  . 
For the prefilming type of a i rb l a s t  atomizer, the prefilming 
process should be studied i n  more de ta i l .  In par t icu lar ,  measurements of 
fuel f i lm thickness a t  t h 2  atomizing edge should be carr ied out:  a )  t o  
determine the relationship between fuel fi lm thickness and mean drop s i ze ;  
and b) t o  study the circumferential variation of f i l m  thickness, i f  any, 
and i t s  relationship to  the number, s i ze ,  and shape of the fuel  inject ion 
ports. 
4. A1 ternat i  ve Fuel Problems 
The group i s  very concerned about a1 ternat i  ve fue ls .  In general , 
they have relat ively high viscosity and low v o l a t i l i t y  which have an 
adverse e f f e c t  on, respecti vely , atomi zation qua1 i ty  and fuel evaporation 
ra tes .  The ef fec t  of viscosity i s  much less  for  the a i r b l a s t  atomizer than 
fo r  the pressure/swirl atomizer. To obtain rates  of evaporation t h a t  a re  
% 
comparable t o  current fue ls ,  much be t te r  atomization w i  11 be needed. 
The problem i s  aggravated by the f a c t  t ha t  the thermal s t a b i l i t y  of the 
a1 ternat ive fuels (and also the fuels  now being contemplated of high 
aromatic content) i s  so low tha t  the heat insulation devices tha t  m u s t  
be incorporated in to  the fuel nozzle to  reduce heat soakage could reduce 
the aerodynamic efficiency of the ai  rb l a s t  nozzle and thereby impair 
atomization qua1 i ty  . 
I t  i s  possible t h a t  the problems of atomization posed by the 
a1 ternat ive fuels  could become so severe tha t  serious consideration may 
have t o  be given t o  " a i r  a s s i s t "  atomizers which require a separate 
supply of high pressure a i r .  I f  the problems of atomization of a l te rna t ive  
fuels a re  mainly confined t o  igni t ion,  then perhaps a torch i g n i t e r  supplied 
with gaseous fuel could prove a more a t t r ac t ive  proposition, 
In any case, the physical and chemical properties of the a1 te rna t ive  
fuels  should ba investigated in de ta i l  i n  order to  determine the severi ty  
of the  atomization and evaporation problems. 
5. Vaporization 
I t  i s  c lear  tha t  much needs to  be learned about the evaporation 
process. As we develop the a1 ternat ive fuels ,  vaporization can be expected 
t o  become a rate-controll ing factor  since the vo la t i l i t y  will  be lower. 
In order to  predict  the performance and emissions of combustors, i t  will  
be necessary t o  understand the de ta i l s  of vaporization be t te r  than a t  present. 
The gaseous mi xture-ratio dis t r ibut ion will  depend c r i t i c a l l y  upon droplet  
t ra jec tor ies  and vaporization ra tes .  This r a t i o  has a c r i t i c a l  a f f e c t  
upon burning r a t e s ,  soot formation ra tes ,  and other pollutant formation r a t e s .  
In order to  understand vaporization processes and t o  develop 
a predictive capabi 1 i ty ,  various fundamental studies a re  required. 
Classical droplet vaporization theory deals w i t h  a quasi-steady, spherically- 
symmetric, single-component droplet which i s  isolated and vaporizes smoothly 
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to completion. In practice,-we are often interested i n  transient,  
convecti ve, mu1 t i  component droplet vapori mati on where there is  strong 
interaction between drop1 e t s  and where secondary atom? mati on ( o f  
various types) may occur. I n  recent years, some modest experimental and 
theoretical studies of these problems have begun. Accomplishments have 
been sufficient to demonstrate that such efforts  are worthwhile. However, 
more research i s  needed in order t o  reach the overall engineering goal 
of a predictive capabi 1 i ty,  
The transient aspect of droplet vaporization m u s t  be careful ly 
studi ed . Co1 d dropl e t s  are i njected i nto hot envi ronnments and experi ence 
heating. N i t h  the heavier, alternative fuels, boiling points of the less 
vol a t i  1 e components wi 11 be increased (especi a1 1 y as techno1 ogy tends towards 
higher pressure operation), The droplets do not s tabi l ize  a t  a wet-bulb 
temperature, b u t  rather are continual ly experiencing an increase i n  
temperature. 
The larger droplets w i  11 travel through the hot, oxidizing gas 
i n  a combustor w i t h  a significant Reynolds number based upon re la t ive  
velocity. The flow field around the droplet i s  therefore quite complex; 
a1 so, i nternal dropl e t  ci rcul a t i  on can occur, Convecti ve heat and mass 
transfer processes play an important role i n  determining vaporization 
rates,  requiring detailed study, 
The droplet will have many components w i t h  a range o f  volati 1 i ty.  
Therefore, a vaporization rate should be determined for  each component 
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w i t h  1 iquid-phase mass di ffusion having i t s  importance i n  bringing fresh 
volatiles to the liquid surface, The more volatile components would 
tend to  vaporize ear l ier  t h a n  the less volatile components, Since the 
droplet i s  moving through the gas while i t  vaporizes, t h e  composition 
of the fuel vapor will vary throughout the combustor. T h i s  could 
s igni f icant ly  a f f ec t  flame s tab i l iza t ion  and soot formation. 
There will  be domains within the combustor where the distance 
between droplets is suf f ic ien t ly  small so t h a t  vaporization r a t e s  a r e  
affected by the proximity of other droplets. Furthermore, i f  moving 
droplets a re  dense, the entrainment of gas will  be q u i t e  s ign i f i can t .  
A diffusion flame may surround a large group of droplets r a the r  than many 
individual flames surrounding droplets.  Experimental and analyt ical  
studies of these phenomena would be timely, 
Various mechani sms of secondary atomization coul d occur: 
impingement on so l id  surfaces, rapid acceleration, and microexplssions ( fo r  
e i the r  multimmponent or emulsified fue ls ) .  I t  may be des i rab le ,  i n  some 
cases, t o  design f o r  secondary atomization i n  order t o  enhance vaporization. 
Again, fur ther  research i s  requi red in order t o  enhance vaporization. 
Again, fur ther  research i s  required in order t o  develop a predict ive 
capabi 1 i ty  and to  evaluate any advantages of secondary atomization. 
The above-mentioned tasks a re  formidable and requi re  some time. 
In the meantime, some gross data could be obtained from measurements on 
the r a t e  of evaporation of sprays injected in to  flowing a i r  streams a t :  
a )  re1 a t i  vely 1 ow a i r  temperature f o r  premi xed/prevapori zed and ca ta ly t i  c 
combustor applications ; and b) high temperature conditions,  preferable 
burni ng . 
There i s  a need to  measure vapor pressure as  a function of tempera- 
ture  over the en t i r e  d i s t i l l a t i o n  curve. This i s  needed f o r  a l l  a l t e rna t ive  
fuels  and should prove valuable in the study of cenosphere formation. 
C. Summary of Recommendations - 
1 .  Developments i n drop-si ze measuring techniques are proceedi ng 
satisfactorily, and no major additional efforts are required, I t  would 
prove most useful i f  some absolute standard could be established against 
which t o  compare the accuracy of other techniques. 
2. Drop-size measurements and ini t ia l  spatial distribution o f  
drop sizes are needed for all  the main types of atomizer, especially a t  
conditions of high pressure and temperature, This i s  especially true f o r  
the high aromatic and alternative fuels. 
3 .  For prefi lmi ng ai rblast atomizers the influence of prefi lmer 
shape should be investigated, and more measurements of film thickness 
obtained to establish the relationships between film thickness, fuel 
drop size, and  atomizer geometry, 
4. In recognition of the growing integration of fuel injector 
and primary zone aerodynamics, i t  i s  recommended t h a t  the influence of 
combustor aerodynami cs on fuel spvay characteristics shoul d be examined 
experimental ly under both cold and burning conditions . 
5. Fundamental studies of droplet evaporation should be conducted 
with transient, convective, mu1 t i  component droplets. Vaporization of 
droplet arrays o r  sprays and secondary atomization must also be examined 
in detail,  
6. Measurements of spray evaporation rates of sprays injected 
into flowing a i r  streams should be conducted for b o t h  cold a i r  and ho t  
a i r  streams. 
7. The physical and chemical properties of a1 ternative fuels 
should be established i n  detail in order t o  allow a proper assessment o f  the 
magni tude of the anticipated problems of atomization and evaporation, 
8. A1 though atomization and evaporation a r e  not normally 
1 i m i  t i  ng t o  the performance of conventional a i  r c ra f t  combustors burni ng 
current aviation fuels ,  they a r e  expected t o  pose formidable problems 
wi t h  a1 te rna t i  ve fuels (atomization, evaporation, and thermal s tab i  1 i t y )  
and a1 so fo r  premi xed/prevapori zed combustors which r e l y  on very f i  ne 
atomization (= 20 microns SMD) f o r  t h e i r  successful operation. 
111. COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY 
A. Introduction 
Many of t he  combustion-related problems of gas turbines involve 
the  coup1 ing of chemistry w i t h  physical phenomena such as  fuel vaporization 
and turbulent  t ranspor t .  This sect ion of t he  repor t  does not e x p l i c i t l y  
consider this coupling but ra ther  focuses on important fundamental problems 
i n  homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions as  re la ted  t o  gas 
turbine  combustion. The Morki ng Group i denti fi ed four  areas where 
addit ional  research i s  required, and some spec i f i c  research object ives  
i n  these areas  a r e  recommended, In addi t ion,  we believe t h a t  i t  i s  
necessary t o  carry out  a companion research program aimed a t  developing 
and extending the  data base f o r  the  reaction k ine t ics  of elementary 
reactions important i n combusti on and pol 1 utant  formati on chemi s t r y  . 
B .  Research Areas 
1. Themal S t a b i l i t y  of Liquid Hydrocarbon Fuels 
Lean, prevapori zed, premixed ( E P P )  combustors requi re  pre- 
vaporization and fuel s taging,  As a r e s u l t ,  l i qu id  phase react ions  occurring 
external t o  the  combustor may have an influence on combustor performance. 
Surface fouling appears t o  be the  g r ea t e s t  potential  problem. T h i s  is  
par t i cu la r ly  t r ue  f o r  staged combustors a t  low power operation.  Secondary 
react ions  between oxidation products (Prom dissolved oxygen) in  t he  
presence of metal surfaces can lead t o  surface  deposits  and flow maldistr ibu- 
t ions .  The nature of these reactions and the  influence of the  surface  and -. 
the e f f e c t s  of impurit ies need t o  be s tudied.  Prevaporization schemes a l s o  
suggest areas f o r  future  research. Several schemes have been suggested f o r  
fue l  prevaporizat ion such a s  su r face  vaporizat ion,  f l a s h  vapor iza t ion ,  
p a r t i a l  combustion, spray i n j e c t i o n  i n t o  combustion products ,  o r  combinations 
of  t h e  above. A1 1 involve Op/fuel r eac t ions  under very ri ch condi ti  ons . 
Liquid o r  vapor phase reac t ions  may be important depending upon t h e  
appl i ca t ion .  Simi 1 a r  comments apply t o  s taged fuel .systems where one 
s t a g e  i s  i noperat i  ve and res idual  fue l  vaporizes wi th in  the mani f o l d .  
The following research a r e a s  a r e  suggested: 
a .  Chemical Effec ts  i n  Fuel Heating and Vaporizat ion 
Study the inf luence  o f  hea t  t r a n s f e r  r a t e ,  heat t r a n s f e r  mode, 
pressure ,  and impur i t ies  on l i q u i d  and vapor phase r e a c t i o n s  f o r  pure 
f u e l s  and fuel  blends vaporizing i n t o  i n e r t  and ox id iz ing  atmospheres. 
Liquid phase and very r i c h  vapor phase reac t ions  a r e  of primary i n t e r e s t .  
The results of t h i s  work would be r e l e v a n t  t o  t h e  design o f  vapor ize r s  and 
s taged fuel  systems and i n  t h e  study of the  e f f e c t s  a f  l i q u i d  phase 
reac t ions  on soo t  production. 
b .  Role of Surfac2 i n  Liguid Phase Reactions 
Study the inf luence  o f  metal su r faces  on the rate o f  o x i d a t i v e  
decomposition of  f u e l s  and the  nature  of l i q u i d  and s o l i d  product  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  This  p r o j e c t  should be preceded by a good l i t e r a t u r e  search  
i n  o rde r  t o  de f ine  p laus ib le  mechanisms leading t o  s u r f a c e  f o u l i n g ,  
Some work on thermal s t a b i l i t y  of  f u e l s  c u r r e n t l y  i s  i n  progress 
a t  NASA-Lewis. We recommend t h a t  th is  proqram be expanded t o  permit  t h e  
d e t a i l e d  study of  chemical r eac t ions  i n  t h e  l i q u i d  phase (.see l a )  and t o  
perrni t c o r r e l a t i o n  of these  observat ions  with s u r f a c e  d e p o s i t i o n  ( s e e  l b )  
and s o o t  production (see  4 fol lowing).  
2 .  Formation and Destruction of Pollutants 
Pollutant emissions will  continue t o  be a s ignif icant  combustion- 
related problem i n  gas turbines, par t icular ly w i t h  increased ut i  1 izat ion 
of a1 te rna t i  ve hydrocarbon fuels  w h i  ch w i  11 1 i kel y have increased C/H r a t i o s  
and may have s igni f icant  levels of organic nitrogen. I t  seems 1 i  kely t h a t  
su l fur  i n  the fuel will have t o  be removed to  reduce turbine corrosion due 
to  sulfadation. Thermal s t a b i l i t y  requirements may dictate  reduction (or  
complete removal ) of organic nitrogen from the fue l ,  and exis t ing 
procedures for  nitrogen removal, Since i t  appears tha t  sulfur  wil l  not 
be present i n  future gas turbine fue ls ,  we have not recommended investigation 
of sulfur  chemistry i n  combustion. Furthermore, there i s  an ongoing EPA- 
funded e f f o r t  t o  study sulfur  oxidation and the interaction between su l fu r  
chemistry and  the ni trocjen oxide formation process in flames. 
Organic nitrogen compounds present i n  the fuel can r e s u l t  i n  
increased nitrogen oxide emissions from gas turbine combustors and a lso  
can r e su l t  i n  production of H C N  and NH3 in fuel -rich regions. A1 though 
the fuel-nitrogen conversion process i n  flames i s  an active research area,  
a number of important questions remain unanswered. The fol lowi ng research 
programs a r e  recomended: 
a .  H C N  Reaction Kinetics 
High temperature ra te  constants a re  needed fo r  HCN dissociation 
and radical attack upon H C N .  HCN i s  an observed intermediate i n  NO 
formation from fuel-bound nitrogen and fur ther  characterization i s  
required. Such information should be available from careful shock tube 
studies which could be supplemented by more specif ic  high temperature flow 
sys tem work. 
b. Pyrolysis of Organic Nitrogen Compounds 
Phenomenol ogi cal studies are  required t o  check t h e  common 
assumpti on t h a t  fuel -bound n i  trogen rapi dl y pyrolyzes t o  HCN . Here 
par t icu lar  emphasis should be placed upon product formation s tudies .  
Reasonable candi dates f o r  study here i ncl ude pyri dine, pyrrol e , and an 
aromatic amine. Some type of mass spectroscopic diagnostic could be most 
useful here. 
c .  Hydrocarbon - NO Reactions 
There i s  evidence to  suggest t ha t  hydrocarbon fragments a re  important 
i n  the NO reaction mechanism, and may well be of consequence i n  both production 
and decay of NO, Additional kinetic studies of the r a t e  o f  a t tack  of 
these fragments upon both N 2  and NO would help c l a r i fy  t h i s  area.  
d .  Reaction Between N H i - N O  
Another area involved the kinetics of the react ions of both NH2 
and NH with NO. Such reactions could be important i n  t h e  combustion zone 
where NH3 my be present. I t  is  a l so  important to  understand these 
reactions to  characterize the process of NO reduction by addition of NH3 
t o  the exhaust gases. 
e . Fuel N i  trogen Conversi on Correlations 
Correlations have been developed which r e l a t e  NO y i e lds  t o  fuel 
nitrogen 1 eve1 s i n  a variety of flames . Extension of these studi es  
using diagnostics to  measure radical concentrations could lead t o  i denti f i  - 
cation of the chemical nature of the scaling factor  i n  these corre la t ions .  
'In addition t o  d i rec t  mechanistic imp1 icat ions,  this information should 
provide a f i  rnier basis f o r  extending these correlat ions t o  other  condi t i  ons . 
An increase i n  C/H r a t i o  can r e su l t  in increased smoke production. 
Two research areas in the area of soot formation i n  combustion a re  recommended. 
f .  Role of Liquid-Phase Reactions on Soot Production 
Study of influence of liquid-phase reactions on soot production 
i n  l iquid fuel diffusion flames for  a range of pure and "thermally-cracked" 
fuels could be the byproducts of the reactor used in the study of the 
chemical e f fec ts  of fuel heating and vaporization (see B1)  . 
g .  Effects of Additives on Soot Agglomeration 
There i s  some experimental evidence to  suggest t ha t  various smoke 
reducing additives a1 t e r  soot pa r t i c l e  s i ze  dis t r ibut ion without s igni f icant ly  
changing soot loadings. The mechanism for  t h i s  process i s  poorly understood 
and fur ther  research in t h i s  area i s  required. 
3. Combus t i  on of Hydrocarbon Fuel s 
NASA-Lewis has i n  the past contributed t o  the area of fundamental 
combustion ch~mis t ry  research through shock tube studies of various high 
temperature eiementary reactions which comprise the hydrogen-carbon monoxide 
and methane oxidation mechani sms . Further reaction studies of t h i  s kind 
would be worthwhile par t icular ly fo r  the elementary reactions of hydroxyl 
radicals ,  oxygen atoms, and hydrogen atoms w i t h  formaldehyde, formyl 
radicals , and aromatic molecules . 
There a re  several areas of engineering-oriented studies t o  which 
we believe NASA-Lewis could readily contribute,  and which are  important to  
improving our modelling of gas turbine combustion. 
a .  Simp1 i s t i  c Hydrocarbon and Combustio? Model s 
In developinglverifying simp1 i s t i c  combustion chemistry models 
sui tab1 e for  use in mu1 ti-dimensional , time dependent model l ing  of cornbustion 
f l o w  fic.lds, thcrc i s  l i t t l c  dont)t t h , ~ t  the moct favorable  p o s i t i o n  from 
which t o  begin i s  from the poirl t of h d v  iriy c~~, \ t~~t ibl t?cf  '1 t~t*rtr.ly c . o ~ n p l t * t  ( 8  
elementary k i n e t i c  mechanism. For some simpler  fuel  s p e c i e s  ( H e ,  CO, CH4. 
CH30H, C2H, C2H4, C2ti6) t h i s  is  obviously poss ib le  f o r  a l i m i t e d  range of 
environmental va r i ab les  (pressure ,  equivalence r a t i o ,  t empera tu re ) .  For 
more complex and more rep resen ta t ive  f u e l s  , hi gher a1 kanes , aromati c s  , 
blends, t h i s  approach t o  t h e  cons t ruct ion  of s i m p l i s t i c  models probably 
i s  not  present ly  poss ib le ,  and will r e q u i r e  f u r t h e r  e l u c i d a t i o n  o f  t h e  
mechanistic s t r u c t u r e  and required elementary r a t e  d a t a .  However, t h e  
extension of t h e  d e t a i l e d  approach described above t o  encompass t h e  
requi red  range of combustion condi t ions  i n  gas tu rb ines  ( P  = 1 - 30 atm, 
T = 700 - 2200K, @ = 0.25 - 3.0) a s  well a s  t h e  development o f  
simp1 i s t i  c models d i r e c t l y  from the  experimental da ta  (quas i  -gl  obal , semi - 
global , l unued parameter approaches) w i  11 requi re a cons ide rab le  extens ion 
o f  t h e  c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  da ta  base on high temperature (T > 1400), high 
pressure  ( P  > 1 atm) hydrocarbon oxi da t ion  reac t ion  k i n e t i  cs . Characteri  s t i  c 
parameter d e f i n i t i o n s  (e .g . ,  i g n i t i o n  delay,  t ime) g e n e r a l l y  a r e  too  1 i m i  t e d  
information and must be supplemented by " rea l  Lime" p r o f i l e  d a t a  f o r  both 
s t a b l e  and uns table  spec ies .  Species of most importance i n c l u d e  carbon 
monoxi de, carbon di oxi de , water vapor, and some measure o f  t h e  hydrocarbon 
concentra t ion .  I t  would be d e s i r a b l e  t o  have a breakdown of  t h e  hydrocarbons 
by s t r u c t u r e  i n t o  a l i p h a t i c ,  o l e f i n i c ,  and aromatic c o n t e n t .  Addit ional  
radica l  species  p r o f i l e  da ta  ( O H ,  0) would be useful  7"n developing more 
sophi s t i  ca ted  mechanisms which could be adequately coupled wi th  NOx and 
s o o t  formation mechanisms. 
Current understanding of hydrocarbon ox ida t ion  sugges t s  key 
compounds t o  s tudy a re :  simple pa ra f f ins ;  ethane,  propane, butane,  and 
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hexane , a t  1 east one cycl oparaf fin ; ( e  . g , cycl ohexane) , 01 efi n i  c structures 
( a t  least  ethene and propene); simple aromatic structures (benzene, toluene, 
and xylenes) . 
Avai 1 able candidate experimental techniques for these studies 
are the shock tube and basic pyrolysi s/oxi dati on approaches. Key diagnostic 
techniques incl ude time resolved 1 aser diagnostic techniques (resonance 
absorption, fluorescence, e tc , )  as we-l as more comon ernission/absorption 
techniques , Admittedly , the experiments woul d be 1 ess precise than one 
would desi re in developing elementary rate data, b u t  neither detai 1 ed 
nor simplistic models can be properly constructed and validated without 
such data. 
b .  Ignition and Extinction of Limit Mixtures 
Ignition and extinction of fuel -lean and fuel -ri ch 1 imi t ~ n i  xtures 
of hydrocarbon fuels and a i r  are important from the standpoint of flame 
stabilization and quenching of hydrocarbons. The effects of water vapor, 
pressure, and added promotors on the "steady-state" (laminar) i gni tion should 
be i nves t i  gated w i t h  the objective of determi ni ng changes i n oxi dati on 
mechanisms which occur near flammabi 1 i ty limits . These studies wi 11 
ass is t  i n  identification of species and rate-controlling reactions which 
can be the subject of further study under well-controlled conditions 
(see 4 ) .  I n  addition, results from these studies will serve to t e s t  the 
val i di t y  of the hydrocarbon combustion models (see 3a). 
A companion program to investigate the "steady-state" extinction 
behavi or of near-1 i mi t mi xtures a1 so i s recommended. 
Eventually, i t  i s  worthwhile t o  study the effects of non-steady 
s ta te  conditions (e. g . turbulence) on the ignition and extinction process. 
4.  Fundamental Chemical Kj netics Research in Support of Combustion 
Chemi s try 
Since i t  i s  a formidable task to measure a91 rate constants required 
for adequate combustion modelling, i t  i s  necessary t o  develop and refine the 
general framework which a1 lows the extrapol ation and interpolation of 
the currently available data base. Speci f ic  experiments shoul d be 
designed to confirm or modify our understanding of the framework as often 
7 ; t o  measure the rates of specific processes identified as important i n  
a specific instance. 
Experiments should be designed t o  test  our understanding of 
products, pressure, and temperature dependences of rate processes as well 
as the possible effect of the presence of other species. Research programs 
which are needed. include: 
a .  Radical -Radi ca7 Reactions 
Disproportionation reactions suffer from a dearth of data and the 
combus t i  on reactions requi re an understandi ng of the energy transfer 
limitations t h a t  lead t o  pressure as well as temperature dependence, 
Radical interactions of this type are important i n  determining the overall 
rate of the combustion processes, since these reactions are radical removal 
steps. Specific radicals (of importance i n  real combustion systems) which 
would make a good starting set are: Hop. C6H5CH2 (benzyl ) and C3H5 
(aklyl ) . 
b .  Temperature Dependence of Bi omolecul a r  Processes Over a Large 
Temperature Range 
This i s  necessary t o  tes t  the main framework notions of transition- 
state theory. Data exist for many elementary reactions over the range 
300 - < T - < 700. In order t o  extrapolate these data t o  higher temperatures, 
t ransi t ion s t a t e  theory usually i s  appl ied,  This extrapolation technique 
has been successfully developed fo r  several metathesis reactions,  b u t  should 
be extended to other  types of processes. One example would be 0 + C2H4 
which is  well studied a t  modest temperatures. Other examples could be: 
OH + C2Hq3 and OH + C3H6 which have also been studied a t  room temperature. 
In the l a t t e r  case, the re la t ive  importance of the addition and abstraction 
paths would be an important piece of information, 
c . Thermochemi cal Data f o r  Reactive Species 
These data a r e  required as a baseline for  most mechanical 
studies.  Specific species to  be studied would depend on the sens i t iv i ty  
of important ra te  constants fo r  these parameters. CN radical heat of 
formation i s  uncertain t o  approximately 4 k cal mole-' and should be 
determined w i t h  be t te r  accuracy. I n  addition, a s  a1 ternat i  ve (heavi 1 y 
aromatic) fuels become important, i t  w i  11 be necessary to  determine 
prototype bond energies i n  these systems, Examples include the C-H 
bond i n  napthalene (for  comparison w i t h  benzene) and the R-CH2-H bond 
where R i s  a polynuclear aromatic r i n g  system such as naphthyl o r  anthracyl. 
d .  General Reaction Kinetics Studies 
In addition, there will  always be processes which are  important 
in spec i f ic  s i tuat ions and which must be independently measured. This 
remains t rue  for  several reasons: 
F i r s t ,  the data base may not be available for  estimating the 
rates  of these processes. Some examples include reactions of the type 
RH + 0 2 ,  where RH should be extended t o  include prototype fuel molecules 
such a s  ethane, propane, isobutane, ethene, propene, benzene, toluene, 
and methyl naphthalene. 
Second, the sens i t iv i ty  of a given process t o  the r a t e  constant 
i s  so great  t h a t  i t  must be known very accurately. For example, this may 
be t rue  of many of the NO forming reactions. 
T h i r d ,  even though the r a t e  constant for  interaction of react ive 
species i s  known, the products may not be, especially when several pathways 
are  possible, Reactions of some importance in th i s  category will  include 
0 ,  O H ,  H02 reacting with a hydrocarbon. Star t ing points could be 
reactions w i t h  subst i tuted aromatics such as OH + toluene. 
D. Summary of Recommendations 
1, Study the influence of heat t ransfer  r a t e  and mode, 
pressure, and impurities on l iquid and vapor phase reactions fo r  pure fue ls  
and fuel S7 ends vapori z i  ng i nto i n e r t  and oxi di zi ng atmospheres. 
2. Study the influence of metal surfaces on the r a t e  of 
oxidative decomposition o f  fuel s and the nature of l iqui d and sol i d  
product dis t r ibut ions . 
3.  Determine high temperature r a t e  constants f o r  HCN formation 
from fuel -bound nitrogen compounds, HCN dissociation, and HCN-radi cal 
reactions . 
4. Establish the role  of hydrocarbon fragments and soot (smoke) 
on NO production and decay. 
5. Determine the kinetics of reactions of NH2 and NH w i t h  NO. 
6. Extend existing correlations between fuel-bound nitrogen 
and NO production. 
7. Study the in f l  uence-of liquid-phase reactions on carbon 
formation. 
8. Study the e f fec ts  of additives on soot agglomeration. 
9 .  Extend the data base on high temperature (T > 1400), high 
pressure (P > 1 atm) oxidation o f  high molecular weight hydrocarbons w i t h  
emphasis on the development of re1 iab le  global , quasi -global , and 1 umped 
parameter relat ions.  
10. Investigate the e f fec ts  of water vapor, pressure, and 
parameters on the i gni t ion and extinction 1 imi t s  of hydrocarbon-ai r mixtures . 
11. To support the above research areas,  experimental work i s  
needed to  a )  evaluate the coefficients o f  spec i f ic  radical -radi cal 
i nteracti  ons ; b) determine the temperature dependence of biomol ecul a r  
processes over a large temperature range (non-Arrheni us behavior) ; and 
c)  t o  extend thermochemi cal data base important radi ca1 and mol ecul a r  
species. 
IV. COMBUSTION DYNAMICS 
A .  Introduction 
Combustion dynamics i s  interpreted here a t  t ha t  large c lass  of 
problems in which gas dynamics and chemical kinetics in t e rac t  i n  a manner 
essent ial  t o  the combustion, or in which the gas dynamic phenomena a r e  
dominant. As a consequence, such topics as flame holding technology, 
combustion instabi 1 i t y  , emission production, and turbulent combustion 
are  included. In the following paragraphs certain of these topics,  and 
by no means a uniform dis tr ibut ion,  have been recommended consideration 
i n  a basic combustion research program. There i s  no attempt t o  suggest 
p r io r i t i e s  within t h i s  selection. In addition, i t  has been suggested 
tha t  serious consideration be given t o  the development of experimental 
diagnostic tectwiques f o r  use in engine development as well as f o r  
laboratory research use. Fi nal ly  , a ser ies  of combustor related problems, 
pertaining to  the e f fec ts  of compressor discharge velocity prof i les ,  
combus t o r  1 i nes cool i ng fo r  1 ean burners, combustor materi a1 s , e t c  . 
Although these l a t t e r  topics are not par t  of a fundamental combustion 
program, they const i tute  l imitations which are equally severe as the 
questions of detai 1 ed combustion. 
B .  Research Areas 
1. Combus t i  on i n  Turbulent Mi x i  ng Regions 
The 1 ong-standi ng problem of turbulent combustion i n  
premixed and diffusion flames has found new l i f e  from the recent advances 
in s tudies  of isothermal inhomogeneous turbulence, i n  par t icu lar ,  the 
recognition of large-scale s t ructures .  Promising experimental techniques 
and stimulating ef fec ts  i n  turbulence model 1 i ng place turbulent combus t ion 
high on the 1 i s t  of fundamental research topics.  
One problem of fundamental and practical importance i s  the 
turbulent mixing and ignition in the mixing layer between streams of 
premixed fuel/ai  r and of hot combustion products. This configuration 
contains the essential  points of the flame s tab i l iza t ion  mechanism fo r  
bluff bodies and separated flows. I f  the hot gas stream i s  of f i n i t e  
extent i n  the direction of flow, the mechanics of the blow-off process i s  
reproduced, 
Some current views of turbulent flames, both diffusion and 
premixed, consider a collection of laminar flame elements tha t  a re  being 
stretched in the i r  own plane. In t h i s  picture,  intense turbulent 
s t ra in ing  causes s t r a i  n-i nduced extinction, par t icular ly in  v i t i a t ed  
systems. This s t ructure and the attendant extinction processes, which 
are  a t  present based more upon conjecture than observations, a re  of 
v i ta l  significance both in the understanding of the s t ructure of turbulent 
flames and in the production of NO, CO , and unburned hydrocarbon t race 
species . 
The general problem of flame spreading in turbulent flow, such 
as the propagation of a flame s tab i l ized  on a bluff object i s  again 
important because of i t s  practical as well as fundamental importance. 
Detailed studies of these flame spreading phenomena have been somewhat 
sporadic and w i t h  less  complete de ta i l  t h a n  would be desirable with current 
diagnostic techniques. Because of anticipated conditions of burner 
operation, i t  i s  important tha t  such experiments be carried out ,  i n  good 
experimental de ta i l ,  for  a wide range of pressures, i n l e t  temperatures, 
fuel types, and a i r  v i t i a t ion .  Flame spreading i n  a lean primary burner 
i s  an example of one part  of the range tha t  i s  inadequately explored. 
Turbulent flame spreading i n  unusual circumstances also meri ts 
a t ten t ion ,  The approach conditions t o  a s tabi l ized flame as well as the 
wall boundary conditions a f f ec t  the gas dynamic f i e l d  and the local 
spreading mechanism. Problems tha t  a re  peculiar t o  staged combustion, 
i n  paral le l  or  i n  s e r i e s ,  appear both important and l i t t l e  understood. 
In the same general l i n e  a re  e f fo r t s  t o  enhance flame spreading 
by i ntroducing secondary gas motions on concentrated vorti c i t y  ahead of 
the flame. 
2. Spray Evaporation, Mi xi ng, and Combustion 
Conventional designs fo r  primary engine combustors have introduced 
fuel i n to  combustion chambers by the technique of inject ing l iquid fuel 
sprays into regions of the combustor where strong recirculation of 
burning products of combustion a c t  t o  enhance droplet evaporation and t o  
s t a b i l i z e  the combustion process. In current engine development, work 
on lean premixed, prevaporized combustion, fuel i s  injected d i r ec t ly  in to  
the a i r  stream upstream o f  the combustion chamber and burning takes place 
in a premi xed-vapori zed mixture. Mi x i  ng and vapori zation must be carr ied 
out in very small vol umes and in times of the order of 2 ms o r  1 ess . The 
speed of the gas passing the injector  i s  of the order of 20 t o  100 m/sec, 
For both these systems, the gas flow i n  the neighborhood of 
i t s  in jec tor  strongly af fec ts  the injection processes. Although the 
nature of those e f fec ts  can now be predicted in only a qual i ta t ive manner 
a t  best ,  many highly e f f i c i en t  cohventional primary burners have been 
designed and are  currently in use. However, the development e f fo r t s  
required t o  perfect these designs were long and cost ly ,  and were based 
on the wisdom acquired over a considerable period. This accumulation 
of wisdom i s  not available when we consider the design of in jec tor  
systems and i s  largely lacking when we attempt to  understand the e f fec ts  
of injection system on the production of small amounts of pollutants.  
Hence, we suggest tha t  s tudies  be undertaken to  determine the 
characteri s t i  cs of the sprays produced by injection systems operating in 
the environment actually encountered i n engines , This study shoul d examine 
fuel dis t r ibut ion patterns,  th.e droplet s i ze  dis t r ibut ion,  and evaporation 
ra te  dis t r ibut ion as a function of the properties of the flow f i e l d  
imposed on the in jec tor .  The magnitudes of the gas speed, temperature, 
and pressure should be varied in addition to  the usual fuel-spray 
parameters a n d  the geometry of the flow f i e l d  near the in jec tor .  As par t  
of th i s  study, the properties of the injection system operating i n  a quiescent 
atmosphere should be studied to  supply a datum from which changes due to  
the various aerodynamic parameters can be related.  
This study should be extended to investigate the e f fec ts  on the 
injection system, the spray pattern i t  produces, and the subsequent 
combus t i  on of 1 arge and small amp1 i tude pressure disturbances . These 
disturbances should be modelled as i f  they arose in e i ther  the compressor 
ex i t  or turbine i n l e t  ducts and the purpose of the measurements i s  t o  
determine the t ransient  response of the complete burner system. Thus, 
we want to  determine the t ransfer  function for the system. 
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suggest t ha t  periodic osci 1 l a t i m s  of incoming a i r  j e t s  can provide much 
needed cooling for  combustor components. T h u s ,  i f  the presence of se l f -  
exci ted osci 1 l a t i  ons in the combustor can be to1 erated, t he i r  benefi ci a1 
aspects may lead t o  improved engine performance. 
4. Non-Steady Problems Induced by Changes of Engine Operating Point 
In 1 ean , prevapori zed, premi xed (LPP) combustor, the operati ng 
point i s  normally close t o  the lean extinction l imi t ,  f a s t  and large 
amp1 i tude change of operating condi t ions or disturbances may induce a 
flame-out, flashback, or autoignition which are  highly undesirable. 
Limited experience with laboratory f 1 ames indicates tha t  near-1 imi t 
flames a re  sensi t ive to  disturbances. A thorough investigation, both 
experimental and theoret ical ,  should be conducted to  study these dynamically- 
induced phenomena. 
5. Cati2ytic Combustion 
Catalytic combustor i s  ra ther  unique in i t s  capabili ty of burning 
very lean mixture in a clean, e f f i c i en t  and s tab le  manner. The be t te r  
pattern fac tor  from the ca ta ly t ic  combustor gas outflux also can lead to  
a higher engine performance due to  the possibi l i ty  of a l e s s  conservative 
turbi ne desi g n .  In addi t i  on, other potenti a1 troubles in ordinary LPP 
system such as flame-out, r e l igh t ,  and ins t ab i l i t y  are  l ikely to  be less  
severe w i  t h  the ca ta ly t ic  combustors. The ca ta ly t ic  combus to r  i s  a new 
combustor, d ras t ica l ly  different  from the conventional ones. Therefore, 
other areas such as ca ta lys t  l i f e ,  poisoning, and thermal shock resistance 
have to  be investigated. The potential payoff of the ca ta ly t ic  combustor 
can be great .  I t  i s  recommended tha t  a moderate s ize  program on ca ta ly t i c  
combus t i  on fundamental s be supported. 
6. Diagnostic Techniques 
-- 
Complete understanding of combustion phenomena are currently 
limited by many factors. One of these limitations i s  the current capability 
in measurements. Although considerable effort has been and apparently 
i s  s t i l l  being applied in this area, continued effort i s  strongly 
recommended. One of the problems i s  t h a t  advancements in diagnostic 
techniques are often tied t o  or are funded as part of other programs t h a t  
have other goals as the major objective. T h a t  i s ,  the major activity 
i s  t o  collect some set  of d a t a .  The investigator then finds himself 
having t o  expend a disappropriate portion of the available funding to 
develop and check out the measurement tool . Thi s can 1 ead t o  skimping 
or doing a half-way job  in one of the two areas - measurements development 
or data col lecdion. Therefore, i t  i s  recommended that wherever possible, 
measurements development should be supported separately from the development 
activity in which the techniques are t o  be used. 
I t  i s  important t o  consider separately the problems of 
developing highly sensitive and accurate laboratory instrumentation 
and the more rugged and possibly less accurate instrumentation t h a t  i s  
capable of use for making engine measurements. Both of these areas need 
considerable attention. 
Some specific areas of measurement that deserve priority are: 
a .  Compressor Outlet Turbulence Measurements 
Several recent efforts t o  make these measurements were limited by 
probe failures a t  h i g h  engine power conditions. Measurements a t  higher power 
conditions are required. Also, measurements a t  additional stations along 
the diffuser and into the combustor passage areas i s  required to determine 
the decay in intensity. This information would be useful in designing 
and developing premi xi n g  systems. 
b. Combustor Out1 e t  Temperature and Gas Composi t i  on Fl uctuati ons 
* 
The temperature fluctuations can probably be done i n  a much 
shorter time basis than measurements of the dynamic gas compositions. The 
temperature measurement would be of interest  to the turbine desi gner for 
l i f e  studies and for  studies of turbine nozzle performance as well as 
for re1 a t i  ng back to  the combusti on process for improved understand$ng . A1 so,  
the temperature fluctuations may be useful in efforts t o  understand and 
reduce combus t i  on origi nated noi se.  
c. Tine Resolved Temperature, Veloci ty , and Composition in Turbulent 
Flames 
Dynamic measurement techniques of the gas temperature, velocity, 
and conposition should eventually be extended to consider turbulent 
flames (combustor primary zone) through a larger range basis t h a n  for  
conditions a t  the combustor exit .  This information would greatly improve 
the understanding of the combustion process and would be used for improving 
upon or veri fyi ng combus t i  on models . 
d .  Spray Droplet Measurement 
One area that has recently been given more attention b u t  deserves 
considerable more effort  i s  in measuring spray droplet sizes and distribution 
for actual fuel injectors. A t  present, most work i s  done a t  one atmosphere 
pressure conditions and cold flow conditions (where swirlers and fuel 
i r i  jectors are tested together) , Measurements development should be 
continued to extend routi ne testing to actual engine operating pressures 
with heated a i r .  This capability i s  required for improvement of existing 
fuel injector/swirl cup systems and for development of lean, premixed systems. 
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7. Flame Stabi 1 i  zation ip  Premixed Systems 
Although many f lu id  dynamic aspects of flame s tab i l iza t ion  by 
bluff bodies in premixed fuel-air  streams are  well understood, the 
dependence of the process on chemical parameters and a few f lu id  dynamic 
parameters have not been thoroughly investigated. We suggest tha t  an 
extensive s e t  of measurements be carried out to  c la r i fy  this dependence. 
In par t icu lar ,  experiments should be carried out in which pressure, 
temperature, fuel , and oxidizer charac ter i s t ics ,  i n l e t  velocity prof i le ,  
and turbulence levels a re  varied through wide ranges. The burner i n l e t  
and o u t l e t  conditions should be controlled and measured carefully t o  
allow unambiguous interpretat ion of the data, 
We suggest tha t  the range of parameters include: 
a )  0 . 5 T  = Pressure = 40 atm 
b) 300°k = Temperature = 1400°k 
c )  Flew and conventional hydrocarbon fuels and hydrogen 
d)  0.10 = Partial  pressure of oxygen i n  a i r  - 0.21 
e )  The turbulence levels and profi le  nonuniformities be used which 
range from typical turbine ou t l e t  conditions to  low turbulence level 
streams with uniform velocity and temperature profi l e s s  
A systematic study should be made o f :  blow-off l imi ts  on the 
lean fuel -ai r r a t i o  s ide ,  recirculation zone geometry (e .g., zone length 
and width near the s t a b i l i t y  l i m i t s ) ,  the composition and temperature of 
recirculation gas and the velocity in the turbulent gas near the recirculat ion 
zone boundary. Mean velocity and temperatures in the mixing zones should 
be measured in representative examples. 
The data should be analized according to several exist i  n n  models 
of flame stabi 1 ization and used to determine the most useful model 1 i n g  
approach. 
8. Combustor-Re1 ated Problems 
Diffuser performance and problems of separation a t  the i n l e t  to  
combustor systems have either been neglected or merely tolerated for  the 
most part i n  the past. The preliminary design studies made during the 
early phases of the Stratosphere Cruise Emissions Reduction Program have 
emphasized the importance of a better defined i f  not clean flow path in to  
the premixed prevaporizing passages required for these new combustor 
concepts . The sys temati c devel opment of a very 1 ean , premixed, prevapori zed 
combustion system t o  the point of practical application t o  advanced gas 
turbine engines requires quanii t a t i  ve knowledge of compressor ex i t  
parameters a ~ d  thei r effects on fuel preparati on ,  the premi xi ng process, 
and fuel droplet evaporation. 
These kinds of ~easurements are required a t  steady s t a t e  as 
we1 1 as transient operating conditions . 
The effect  of uti 1 imi ng large quantities of front end combustion 
a i r  so as to operate a t  4 ' s  of a .5 - -6  a t  high power in order to reduce NO, 
has l e f t  l i t t l e  a i r  for cooling the burner l iners.  The problem i s  further 
mgni f i  ed by the continual development of engi nes t h a t  operate a t  i ncreasi ngly 
high pressure levels (>  30 a tm)  . Conventional film cooling techniques 
require twice the a i r  flow t h a t  i s  available for maintaining conventional 
l iner  materials a t  acceptable temperatures. Therefore, i t  i s  extremely 
important t h a t  advanced cooling techniques be analyzed and developed 
over the next several years. Work of both an  analytical and experimental 
nature i s  required to evaluate cooling techniques both thermally and 
structurally so that  acceptable l i f e  goals can be met. 
These kinds of programs may show the need for  new burner l iner  
materials i n  addition to the improved cooling methods. Material change 
to increase burner l iner  l i f e  and be acceptable from the standpoint of 
temperature gradients, manufacture cost, weight, e tc . ,  i s  a long-term 
proposition (> 10 years).  
C .  Summary of Recommendations 
1. Study of turbulent mixing and ignition of the mix ing  layer 
between streams of premixed fuel-air and h o t  combustion products. 
2. Study of turbulent s t ra in  induced wrinkling of flame surface 
and the effect  of turbulent s train on flame extinction and on pollutant 
formati on.  
3. Determination of atomization and vaporization i n  turbulent 
flows charscteristic of practical gas turbine combustors. 
4. Establish the effect  on combustor performance of large and 
small amplitude pressure disturbances and flow pattern distortion produced 
a t  the compressor exi t  or turbine in le t .  Establish complete burner- 
system transient response. 
5. Establ i  sh the dri v i n g  mechanisms of self-exci ted osc i  1 lations 
in primary burners, duct burners, and after-burners w i t h  a view 
toward their  el imi nation or potential benefi t s  of control led osci 1 lations . 
6 .  Establish models for  the apriori determination of combustor 
stabi 1 i  ty under small and 1 arge amp1 i tude imposed disturbances. 
7. Study the dynamics of changes i n  engine operating conditions 
on combustor performance (e  . g . ,  f l  ame-out, flashback, autoi gni t ion),  especially 
under near-1 i  mi t performance ( L P P )  . 
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8. Establish the  role 'of  c a t a l y t i c  combustion i n  fu tu re  engines 
with emphasis on improved combustor e x i t  temperature p ro f i l e  and be t t e r  
near-l imit  operation and considering the  problems of c a t a ly s t  l i f e  as 
control led by poisoning, thermal shock, e t c .  
9. Establish a research program t o  develop o r  adapt various 
experimental techniques f o r  combustor diagnostics w i t h  p a r t i cu l a r  emphasis 
on: a )  turbulence measurement; b) time resolved temperature, combustion, 
and veloci ty  measurements under turbulent  burning condit ions;  and c )  drople t  
s i  ze and di s t r i  buti  on and vel oci t y  measurements during turbulent  combusti on. 
10. Study bluff  body flame s t ab i l i z a t i on  w i t h  pa r t i cu l a r  emphasis 
on t he  influence of chemical and flow (turbulence) parameters. This should 
include invest igat ion of spreading of the  tu rbu len t ,  s t ab i  1 i zed flame. 
11. Study the  problem of increased cooling demands of high 
performance combustors, and, i n  turn, the  e f f e c t  of the  use of a major 
f rac t ion  o f  the a i r  flow f o r  cooling on the design and performance of 
the combustor. This may involve the  examination of advanced burner l i n e r  
materials  f o r  high temperature operation. 
V .  COMBUSTION MODELLING 
- -- - --- 
A .  Introduction 
The experience of the past few years i n  modelling complete gas 
turbine combustor flow fields with f i n i t e  di fference techniques has 
demonstrated that insight into the nature of the process rather than 
quantitative design information i s  the result .  Qua1 i tat ive trend 
predictions of parameters dependent on 1 ocal heat re1 ease can frequently 
be expected. The long-term research goal should be to improve this  
situation by developing the modelling to  provide not only insight, b u t  
quantitative design information as well. Our  thoughts of an approach 
to meet th is  goal are outlined below, following a discussion of more 
near- term nee&. 
B. Research Areas 
1. Near-Term Needs 
Desi gners require model information concerning emissions and 
efficiency, soot and radiation heat transfer,  flame stabilization and 
ignition (a1 t i  tude re1 i g h t )  , and pattern factor. Many of these performance 
parameters require more than heat release rates for characterization, and 
thus cannot currently be predicted correctly w i t h  the f i n i t e  difference 
approaches. Rather, the development of simpler models which are empirical , 
semi empirical , modul ar, or of 1 ower order dimensional i ty shoul d be 
encouraged i n  the near-term as appropriate for the various performance 
parameters. As with the more detailed appraoches, the effects of 
combustor geometry and in le t  condi lions, as we1 1 as fuel and injector 
properties , s houl d be i ncl uded expl i ci t l y  i n the models . 
I n  the near-term, detailed models should be used more extensively 
for small regions of the entire combustor flow field.  Here a coupled 
experimental-analytical approach i s  recommended, Note that  several of 
the research areas l is ted below require modelling o f  nonreacting flows 
and thus avoid compl ications presently plaguing combustion models . A1 so 
note t h a t  many of these areas can be studied in rigs providing optical 
access so t h a t  new diagnostic techniques , p a r t i  cul arly Laser Doppler 
Velocimetry , can be employed. 
Thus, i n  addition to development of more complete b u t  simple 
correlation tools for the near-term, appl i ed research i nvol vi ng detai 1 ed 
modelling of well instrumented experiments in the following areas i s  
proposed : 
a)  current codes which predict the a i r  flow s p l i t  through the 
1 i ner done and walls should be va1 i dated, Hole discharge coefficients should 
be verified for practical simulations. The effects of combustor interior  
velocity , annul us profiles , 1 iner curvature, and hole configuration should 
be ascertained on a i r  flow sp l i t .  
b )  More information i s  required on our abil i ty to model the 
behavior of coupled and confined penetration je ts .  Opposed and staggered 
j e t ,  and axially displaced j e t  interactions, i n  terms of penetration and 
mixing, are of interest .  The extent of recirculation caused by interacting 
primary zone je ts  should be defined. Je t  mixing in accelerating passages 
should be studied as well, 
c )  Perhaps in the way of coupling these two programs, the effects 
of diffuser distortions upon Rot streaks (or for near stoichiometric burners 
fuel streaks) should be systematically explored, A can-annular system could 
be most susceptible t o  this -problem, a1 though other configurations are a1 so 
of interest. 
d )  Finally, detailed primary zone characterization i s  desirable 
b o t h  for can and annular systems. Two-phase flow and swirl and recirculation 
should be included. The effects of injector design and dome and skir t  
configuration are of particular interest. In the annular case, the degree 
of interaction between adjacent injectors/swirlers as functions of the 
various characteristic dimensions requires determi nation. 
In terms of priorities, programs a and b are of immediate 
importance. After sufficient progress, program c becomes a natural 
extensi on.  Fi na1 ly , because of the model 1 i ng compl i cations (even for 
cold f 1 ow), program d ma): become appropriate. 
2. Fundamental Research Requirements 
The near-term research discussed above i s  applied, and thus i t  
i s  perhaps mre appropriate t o  expect i t  be pepformed by more applied 
groups a t  NASA o r  DOD. In fact, the consensus of the panel was t h a t  NASA's 
combustion Fundamentals Group should concern i tsel f w i t h  the program t o  
follow rather than t h a t  outlined above. As noted a t  the beginning of 
this section, we believe basic research in support of our long-term 
modelling goals i s  the mission of this la t te r  group a t  NASA. 
We envision several programs, b o t h  experimental a n d  incl uding 
detailed model 1 ing, t o  rev01 ve around two fundamental flow fields. 
Initiation of these programs should be simultaneous with those discussed 
in the previous section. The fundamental studies s houl d involve steady, 
turbulent flow in axisymetri c geometries. 
a )  A gas phase, e l l i p t i c  flow ut i l iz ing  recirculation fo r  flame 
holding should be studied. F i r s t  experiments might involve injection of 
a t racer  gas i n  cold flow, and then a heated j e t  t o  include density 
variations and thermal transport .  Turbulence models which correctly 
predict  and explai n the effects  of ani sotropy and compressi bi 1 i ty  must 
be developed before moving on t o  reacting flow cases. A model t e s t  case 
would be provided since local measurements of u , v , u l ,  v \  u ' v ' ,  ... T,T\c., c ' 3 j 
w i  11 be made. Particular care shoul d characterize the ident i f i  cation of 
i ni t i  a1 and boundary conditions . Approach flow swi r l  number, i n l e t  
conditions , and configuration should be varied independently . Scal i ng 
should be checked by a1 tering the overall s i ze  of the flow. 
b) A two-phase parabolic study of spray evaporation i s  recommended. 
The experiment must be des i~ned  t o  involve negligible wall e f f ec t s .  In 
addition t o  a l l  of the pararceters ident i f ied in program a above, the 
following special item i s  unique to  the two phase flow: drop s i ze  and 
velocity dis t r ibut ions must be obtained a t  various locations w i t h i n  the 
flow, recognf zing tha t  the specification of the i n i t i a l  conditions a t  
the end of the dense spray region adjacent to  the in jec tor  requires 
par t icular  a t tent ion.  Note tha t  a square duct does not meet these 
requi rements , and tha t  other spray diagnostics [holography , f 1 uorescence) 
may prove more f ru i t fu l  than LDV, The capabili ty f o r  accurate b a l l i s t i c  
spray model 1 i ng , i ncl udi ng spray evaporation, mus t be demonstrated 
before moving on t o  the programs below, The appl icabi l i ty  o f  exist ing 
s ingle  droplet modelling should be ascertained throughout, Again, a 
careful , we1 1 -defined experiment wi 11 provide a t e s t  case fo r  other spray 
model 1 i ng e f fo r t s .  
When both of the above programs have developed confidence in 
the fluid mechanic and two phase models , combustion would be added, as 
follows : 
c)  Premixed and unmixed combustion could be studied in program a 
above, and combustion in program b ,  Fuels should be selected for which 
we have confidence in model 1 ing the chemical kinetics ( H z .  wet CO,  o r  
HC - > C3H8). all  on the lean side. Now the modeler must concern himself 
with inclusion of turbulence-chemi stry interactions , whi ck probably must 
include explicitly molecular diffusion in some fashion. 
Throughout all of the modelling programs suggested above, 
sufficient attention must be directed to the numerical analysis to 
positively demonstrate adequate grl d resolution, convergence, and accuracy. 
Improve~ents in each of these areas should be incorporated into the models 
whenever pos s i bl e . 
There are other lower priority i terns which should be studied 
upon completion of the three programs detailed above. 
d )  Chemical kinetics : soot formation, 1 iquid phase reactions ; 
quasiglobal modelling for rich systems; and detailed kinetics t o  support 
quasi gl obal model 1 i ng. 
e )  Multi phase flow (sprays and soot) : turbulent interactions and 
the environments individual droplets see; the transition from ball i s t i c  
t o  turbulent transport; soot agglomeration; the effects o f  turbulence on 
* 
transport; turbulence generation and dissipation by drops; cri teria for 
ignition, envelope, and wake flames, 
f )  Radiation: the distribution of scattering and absorption 
coefficients throughout the flow; absorption by the liquid fuel spray. 
I n  summary, for development of complete detailed flow f ie ld  
models for  combustors, a step by step s e t  of validation experiments of 
increasing complexity i s  proposed, w i t h  a rea l is t ic  s tart ing point. The 
eventual goal i s  an accurate model for practical hardware, which wi 11 require 'd 
that a l l  of the elements discussed above be brought together i n  an accurate 
and eff icient  code, A more applied near-term approach i s  also proposed, 
b u t  here nonreacting segments of the practical combustor are simulated 
numerically and experimehtal ly,  I t  i s  also proposed that the NASA 
Combustion Fundamentals Group concentrate i t s  funding effor t  in the former 
area . 
C. Summary of Recommendations 
1. Develop simple models for the prediction of performance 
trends, and combustor sensitivity to design changes. 
2. Validate current computer codes using experiments specifically 
designed t o  provide the required i n p u t  data and adequate diagnostics for 
comparison of the model wi th  experimental measurements, 
3 .  Research i s  needed to improve the capability of model ling 
the behavior o f  coupled and confined penetration je ts .  
4.  The effects of diffuser distortions on h o t  streaks should 
be explored. 
5. A detailed characterization of the primary zone in both can 
and annular combustors i s  required to provide a base for sophisticated 
models and  to validate models, 
6. A gas phase el 1 ip t i c  flow uti l  iaing recirculation for  flame 
h o l d i n g  should be studied experimentally to provide a model t e s t  case. 
7. A two phase p3rabolic study of spray evaporation and combustion 
i s  recommended to  provide a basis and a t e s t  of theoretical models. These 
programs should be conducted under cold flow conditions t o  establ ish the 
f lu id  mechanic elements of the model and then under combustion conditions 
to  establ ish the coupling w i t h  chemical reaction. 
8. Studies of chemical kinetics involving soot formation, 1 iqui d 
phase reactions, quasiglobal kinetics of fuel rich systems are needed t o  
support the modelling e f fo r t ,  
9 .  Turbulent interactions in two phase systems (droplets and 
soot) should be studied i ncl udi ng parti  cl e-Plow i nteractl  ons , t ransi  t i  on 
from ball i s t i  c t o  turbulent transport,  par t ic le  agglomeration, and cr i  t e r i a  
for  droplet ignition and envelope versus wake flames. 
PO, A thorough study of raddation effects  (absorption and 
scat ter ing)  on combustion i n  two phase systems (droplets and soot) i s  
recommended. 
\a1 .- SUMMARY 
The development of advanced, high performance, gas turbine 
engines f o r  modern a i r c r a f t  has created a need fo r  research on fundamental 
combustion problems related to  modern gas turbines . A review has been 
made to  identify the research areas of highest pr ior i ty ,  although no e f f o r t  
was made to  establish an order of pr ior i ty  within th i s  1 i s t .  Four 
areas were chosen as a means of organizing the review: atomization and 
vaporization, combusti on chemist~y,  combustion dynamics , and combustion 
modelling. Other headings could have been chosen, b u t  i t  became evident 
early i n  the review that  the various processes occurring within the 
combustor are  closely interrelated so tha t  a unique s e t  of topics could 
not be selected. 
Much good research has been done in the f i e l d  of atomization 
and vaporization, but the demand for  improved performance complicated 
by the problems of limited fuel supplies, the possibi l i ty  of a1 ternat ive 
fue ls ,  and pol lution control required tha t  advanced experimental and 
theoretical studies be conducted under conditions simul a t i  ng the compl exi ty  
of real combustors, Obviously, the chemistry and dynamics of combus t i  on 
i n f  1 uence and are  i nf l uenced by the fuel - a i r  preparati on process. 
The same performance requirements d ic ta te  the need f o r  a 
be t te r  understanding of the chemistry of combustion in both the l iquid 
and vapor phase. Problems of inefficiency and the formation of soot and 
other pollutants requires a detailed knowledge of kinetics over a wide 
temperature and composition range. The problem of ca ta ly t ic  combustfon 
was not l i s t ed  i n  t h i s  poriion of the review since t h i s  subject had been 
thoroughly reviewed i n  a workshop dealing w i t h  a low pol 1 ution gas turbine. 
This topic i s  l i s t e d  in the section dealing with combustian dynamics. 
The need for  a bet ter  understanding of turbulent mixing and 
reaction and the various time dependent problems of flame s t a b i l i t y ,  
t rans ien ts ,  and conbustion osc i l la t ions  are a major part  of the 
recommendations dealing with combustion dynamics. The use of modern 
1 aboratory methods to  develop diagnostic techniques fo r  gas turbine 
combustors is  a l so  s t ressed,  
Modern computing techniques have made i t  possible to  develop 
sophisticated combustion models, There i s  a need for  experiments t o  
confirm the various components of the models and t o  provide a basis fo r  
continued model devel opment . 
Finally, the synthesis of the various research areas is needed 
t o  provide a comprehensive understanding of the complex interact ions 
which govern combustor performance. These s tudies  would permit NASA 
to  continue i t s  leadership in providing fundamental combustion information 
to  the a i r c r a f t  industry. 
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